
We're calling upon brave adventurers to journey on a thrilling Mayan quest deep into the Aztec jungle

in our latest Multimax title, MexoMax!

Featuring a cluster pays mechanic if �ve or more symbols link, every column contains its own

multiplier for huge wins.

Up to six multipliers can be applied to every win, with them combining to a total that could potentially

be in the thousands in this high-volatility hit.

Add in cascading wins with a wild after every win, and the multipliers can hit mystical levels in the

depths of the tropical rainforest as the symbols keep falling.

In addition, the free spins mode has an increasing multiplier, gamble feature, Golden Bet and two buy

bonus options to add even more excitement to the game. Join this maxed out adventure full of

hidden treasures!
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Promotions

Paylines

5

Default bet size

€2

Default bet range

€0.2 - €100

Default coin range

0.01 - 5

Default max multiplier

X 10,000
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Global release

JULY 28, 2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

21.28%

Volatility

SUPER HIGH

Default Max win

€1,000,000



STARFALL PRIZE DROP

27 July - 27 July

This August, shooting stars are not just something you can gaze at in

the nights sky. There is Yggdrasil’s kind of meteor shower where

falling stars means BIG potential winnings! From 12th to 21st of

August, 668 prizes worth €50,000, will be falling directly in players’

accounts when they play Holmes and the Stolen Stones, Vikings go

Berzerk, Valley of the Gods, Golden Fish Tank 2 Gigablox, Raptor

Doublemax, Multi�y! and MexoMax!. Just like a real meteor shower, in

Yggdrasil’s Starfall Prize Drop, our stars come in all shapes and sizes.

The brightest one is worth €10,000 eur! Who’s ready to wish upon a

Starfall?
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FORTUNE QUEST

27 July - 27 July

Seeking to uncover the ultimate treasure? Fortune Quest is your map

to victory. Scavenge and forge ahead along the three different stages

and shovel through to a total of €120,000 in different prizes. Leave

everything up to chance and you may be the one to trigger random

prizes as you walk along your path to the Ultimate Fortune! But you

won’t be venturing through Fortune Quest on your own! Along every

phase of your quest, Prize Drop Double Chance will be right with you,

ready to increase the treasures that you manage to discover. Sounds

tempting enough? Strike it lucky with Fortune Quest!
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Key selling points

Multimax GEM makes huge multipliers possible

Simple mechanics that make massive wins easy to imagine

Target demographic

Fans of high volatility games, particularly Multi�y!

Streamers
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Game features

Golden Bet

Players can pay x0.25 extra per bet to double

their chances of hitting Free Spins.
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Free Spins

Landing 4 Free Spin symbols awards 8 Free

Spins. Landing 5 Free Spin symbols awards 12

Free Spins. Landing 6 Free Spin symbols

awards 18 Free Spins. Landing 3+ Free Spin

symbols in the Free Spin session awards an

additional 4 Free Spins. Multipliers do not

reset between spins in Free Spins. Free Spins

are played with the same bet as the activating

spin.

Wild symbol

After winning the cluster Wild symbol appears

and increases the multiplier on the reel that it

lands, afterwards it's destroyed.
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Game rules

Welcome to MexoMax! Video Slot with Free Spins, dropdown wins, multipliers, Free Spins, and

more features.

ABOUT THE GAME

MexoMax! is a Video Slot with 6 reels and 6 rows. This game features cluster wins that pay if a

cluster of 5 or more identical symbols land. The game has 8 regular paying symbols. There is a wild

symbol that substitutes all regular symbols. There is also a Scatter symbol that awards Free Spins

and a bomb symbol that awards a multiplier.

Dropdown Feature

This game features Dropdown wins, meaning that winning symbols disappear from the reels,

leaving room for new symbols to drop down (Extra Free Spin symbols can also land in

dropdowns). Each time the player gets a Dropdown win, a wild is added to one of the winning

positions before the rest of the slot positions are re�lled.

Multipliers

Every dropdown win increases that reel’s multiplier by 1x. The multiplier is reset after every losing

spin or dropdown in the base game. In Free Spins the multiplier does not reset within the session.

Free Spins

Landing 4 Free Spin symbols awards 8 Free Spins. Landing 5 Free Spin symbols award 12 Free
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Spins. Landing 6 Free Spin symbols award 18 Free Spins. Landing 3+ Free Spin symbols in the Free

Spin session awards an additional 4 Free Spins. Multipliers do not reset between spins in Free

Spins. Free Spins are played with the same bet as the activating spin.

Golden Bet

Players can pay x0.25 extra per bet to double their chances of hitting Free Spins.

Buy Into Free Spins

Players can pay x100 to buy into Free Spins with 8-18 Free Spins chosen randomly. Players can pay

x350 to buy into Free spins with 18 Free Spins.

Free Spins Gamble

When entering a Free Spin Session, players can gamble for more Free Spins (unless they already

have 18 Free Spins). If they are successful they upgrade their 8 Free Spins to 12, or from 12 Free Spins

to 18. If they are unsuccessful the Free Spin session is lost.

HOW TO CALCULATE DROPDOWN WINS

Each symbol’s payout is listed in the paytable for all wins.

If a multiplier was activated, multiply the winning amount by the awarded multiplier.

All cluster wins are summed together after the spin.

GAME PANEL

Menu – The menu icon expands or collapses the game menu.

Balance – Displays the player’s account balance.
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Cash Bet – Displays the current bet.

Win Field – Displays the current win

Spin Button – Places the bet, spins the reels, and starts the game.

Golden Bet – Activates/deactivates the Golden bet.

Mute – Mutes and unmutes the game.

Buy Bonus – Opens the buy bonus menu.

GAME MENU

PayTable – Displays the paytable which contains an explanation of the key features in the game

and displays the payout for each symbol dynamically.

Cash Bet – Displays the bet options.

Settings – Displays the game settings.

Game Rules – Displays the rules of the game.

Cash Bet – Displays the bet options.

Game History – Displays the last spins with an option to rewatch.

Buy Bonus – Displays the buy bonus menu.

(Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction)

RETURN TO PLAYER

The expected payback re�ects the theoretical return across a very large number of spins by

numerous players over an extended period of time and cannot be affected by the player’s strategy.

The overall theoretical return to the player is 96.0%.
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RANDOMIZATION

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 0.08 hour/s after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will

be added to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

In the event of a malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and

payouts are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1, dated 01/04 2022. To make available any previous version, please use

the contact form at https://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/contact
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Payout

High symbols

14 - €18.50

13 - €13.50

12 - €13.50

11 - €10.50

10 - €10.50

9 - €8

8 - €6

7 - €4.50

6 - €3.50

5 - €3

14 - €17.50

13 - €12.50

12 - €12.50

11 - €9.50

10 - €9.50

9 - €7

8 - €5

7 - €3.50

6 - €2.50

5 - €2

14 - €17

13 - €12

12 - €12

11 - €9

10 - €9

9 - €6.50

8 - €4.50

7 - €3

6 - €2

5 - €1.50
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14 - €16.50

13 - €11.50

12 - €11.50

11 - €8.50

10 - €8.50

9 - €6

8 - €4

7 - €2.50

6 - €1.50

5 - €1

Low symbols

14 - €8

13 - €5

12 - €5

11 - €3

10 - €3

9 - €2.50

8 - €2

7 - €1.50

6 - €1

5 - €0.50

14 - €8

13 - €5

12 - €5

11 - €3

10 - €3

9 - €2.50

8 - €2

7 - €1.50

6 - €1

5 - €0.50

14 - €8

13 - €5

12 - €5

11 - €3

10 - €3

9 - €2.50

8 - €2

7 - €1.50

6 - €1

5 - €0.50
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14 - €8

13 - €5

12 - €5

11 - €3

10 - €3

9 - €2.50

8 - €2

7 - €1.50

6 - €1

5 - €0.50

Extra symbols

While in base game land a Chest

Symbol to get extra rewards! This

include Coins, Free Spins and

extra Wild symbols! 

While in Free Spins win Multiplier

for all reels in addition to the

other awards!

Landing 3 Free Spin symbols

awards 7 Free Spins. Landing 4

Free Spin symbols awards 9 Free

Spins. Landing 5 Free Spin

symbols awards 11 Free Spins.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Opens menu with paytables, game rules, options, bet, and autoplay options.A -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.B -

Cash Bet - Displays current cash bet; click or tap to change bet size.C -

Win Field - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -

Turbo Mode - Turns turbo play mode on / offE -
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Options Panel

Autoplay - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay

manually, press the autoplay button.

F -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

G -

Volume Icon - Volume control / muteH -
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Expand this image

Paytable - Opens PaytableA -

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.B -

Settings - Change the game speed, sound volume, and other settings.C -

Game History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay

your last 10 game rounds.

D -
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Auto Spin - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay

manually, press the autoplay button.

E -

Cash Bet - Choose cash bet size for game.F -

Home - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, returns player to lobby.G -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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